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Navigation Acts

Navigation Acts were a series of laws that restricted the use of foreign 
ships for trade between Britain and its colonies. They began in 1651 and 
ended 200 years later. They reflected the policy of mercantilism, which 
sought to keep all the benefits of trade inside the Empire, and minimize 
the loss of gold and silver to foreigners.
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PEOPLE ALSO ASK

Navigation Acts
The Navigation Acts
were a series of
English laws that
restricted colonial trade
to England. They were
first enacted in 1651
and throughout that
time until 1663, and

were repealed in 1849. They reflected the
policy of mercantilism, which sought to
keep all the benefits of trade inside the
Empire and to minimize the loss of gold and
silver to foreigners. They prohibited the
colonies from trading directly with the
Netherlands, Spain, France, and their
colonies. The original ordinance of 1651
was renewed at the Restoration by Acts
1660, 1663, 1670, and 1673, with
subsequent minor amendments. The Acts
formed the basis for English overseas trade
for nearly 200 years. Additionally, the Acts
restricted the employment of non-English
sailors to a quarter of the crew on returning
East India Company ships.
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When were the Navigation Acts?



What is the purpose of Navigation Acts?



What caused the Navigation Acts?
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Navigation Acts - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Navigation_Acts
The Navigation Acts were a series of English laws that restricted colonial trade to
England. They were first enacted in 1651 and throughout that â€¦

Historical precedents · Navigation Act 1651 · The Navigation Acts · Effects on Britain

Navigation Acts | United Kingdom | Britannica.com
https://www.britannica.com/event/Navigation-Acts
Navigation Acts, in English history, a series of laws designed to restrict Englandâ€™s
carrying trade to English ships, effective chiefly in the 17th and 18th centuries.
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Navigation Acts - History of the USA
usahistory.info/colonial/Navigation-Acts.html
The Board of Trade and Plantations, established as a permanent body in 1696, 5 kept
account of the acts of colonial legislatures, corresponded with the governors, and â€¦

Navigation Acts - United States American History
www.u-s-history.com/pages/h621.html
The role of Navigation Acts in the history of the United States of America.

British Navigation Acts of 1651: Definition, Purpose ...
https://study.com/academy/lesson/british-navigation-acts-of-1651...
Video: British Navigation Acts of 1651: Definition, Purpose & Summary This lesson will
cover the British Navigation Acts of 1651. We will lay out the main provisions of the Acts,
discuss their background and purpose, and touch upon their results.

Navigation acts | Define Navigation acts at â€¦
www.dictionary.com/browse/navigation--acts
Navigation Acts pl n a series of acts of Parliament, the first of which was passed in 1381,
that attempted to restrict to English ships the right â€¦

Navigation Acts (1651, 1660) | NCpedia
https://www.ncpedia.org/navigation-acts-1651-1660
The Navigation Acts (1651, 1660) were acts of Parliament intended to promote the self-
sufficiency of the British Empire by restricting colonial trade to England and decreasing
dependence on foreign imported goods.

Navigation Acts facts, information, pictures ...
www.encyclopedia.com › â€¦ › Modern Europe › British and Irish History
Navigation Acts English 17th-century statutes placing restrictions on foreign trade and
shipping. The first Navigation Act (1651) declared that English trade should be carried
only in English ships; it was the main cause of the first Angloâ€“Dutch War.

The Navigation Acts (article) | Khan Academy
https://www.khanacademy.org/.../a/the-navigation-acts
To this end, beginning in 1651, the British Parliament adopted a series of legislation
known as the Navigation Acts. 2 ^2 2 start superscript, 2, end superscript Image of a â€¦

Navigation Acts - definition of Navigation Acts by The ...
https://www.thefreedictionary.com/Navigation+Acts
Navigation Acts pl n 1. (Law) a series of acts of Parliament, the first of which was
passed in 1381, that attempted to restrict to English ships the right to carry goods to ...
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